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Green Sea Turtles, Etching on Tile 

“The tile chosen for this piece had been in my possession for over three years before I 

finalized the design for it.  I love the vivid blues and greens of this tile and its depth 

of color.  I knew I wanted to create a sea life design for this piece but had a hard time 

deciding between sea otters, humpback whales, dolphins or green sea turtles.  I’ve 

had numerous offers for this unique piece but have become too emotionally attached 

to part with it.  I would, however, be happy to reproduce the design (or another sea 

life design) on a tile of the clients choosing.  This is currently one my favorite pieces.” 

 - Joy, 2005 
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Custom Etched Tiles 

Sailboat and lighthouse with stylized birds and clouds were etched 

into an 18x18 San Giovanni limestone tile.               18xSB-001 

These 6x6” blue porcelain tiles etched with sea life designs. 

 

     6xSF-001                     6xTe-001             6xSH-001 
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Etched Grape Medallions & Murals 

Travertine is an excellent material for showing natural texture and detail. 

ABOVE: Etched mural with 

copper leaf applied on  

Paradisio Violet granite slab. 
 

RIGHT: Three piece grapevine 

mural on porcelain tile. 
 

Please inquire about your custom  

design ideas for fireplace  

surrounds, kitchen backsplashes 

and granite slab murals. 

Slate, porcelain or other tile can be chosen to match or accent a project. 
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This 16x24” Quail design was 

etched in a rusty colored     

Rajah Multicolor slate. (2004) 

Three Custom Etchings  

This 10x24” travertine slab etching was installed as a backsplash in 2002. 

This 12x36”grapevine mural 

was crafted from three pieces 

of travertine.  A stain was   

applied to enhance the back-

ground. (2003) 
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Leaves, Trees, Flowers & Wreaths  

Lilies in granite with copper leaf 

A few Oak Wreath medallions using different types of slate.  

Simple stylized Wheat in stone 

Custom oak tree kitchen backsplash.  Travertine inlaid in granite. 

Silver Lilies in black granite 

12xLY-001  12xLY-002  12xWT-001  
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 Leaves, Flowers & Wreaths   

Fig leaves & Dragonflies in  

travertine.             18xF&D-001 

Twin Red Oak Leaves with 

Acorn in slate.        6xOak-003 

Hanging Mandarin in polished 

silver slate.             12xHM-001 

Twin Red Oak Leaves in multi-

colored slate.          6xOak-005 

Oak Leaf Wreath in olive  

quartzite.                  6xWr-007 

Oak Leaf with Acorn in  

autumn lilac slate.    6xOak-001 
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Oak Leaf with Acorn in  

walnut travertine    4xOak-001 

Twin Burr Oak Leaves with 

Acorn in slate.         6xOak-006 

Twin Red Oak Leaves with 

Acorn in slate.         6xOak-007 



Stone Etching, “Leaves & Paw Prints” 

This complicated piece includes oak leaves, ginkgo leaves, maple leaves, 

and an ash branch as the forest floor over which we see animal tracks from 

a deer, a grizzly bear and the client’s dog — etched into multicolored slate. 
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Animals Etched on Stone 

“Multi-colored slate is an exciting material to work with because the layers create fun 

color variations and unique contrasts.” - Joy.  Of course, solid colored stone or ceramic 

tile surfaces can be used to create a more predictable result if desired.  

California Rooster etched in 12”x12” Brazilian Multicolored Slate.  

 Happy Tree Frog etched in 12x12” Basillica Verde Limestone with a satin finish.  

12xML-001 

California Mountain Lion  

12xHK-002 

Red Tailed Hawk  

12xWF-001  

Yellowstone Gray Wolf 

12xRR-001  Rooster 12xTF-001  Tree Frog 
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 N. American Wildlife on Travertine 

Just a few of the available animal designs 
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Big Horn Sheep 

Caribou 

             6x6Caribou 

Buffalo Rocky Mt. Sheep Pronghorn 

Jack Rabbit 

            6x6J_Rabbit 



 N. American Wildlife on Travertine 

Etchings can be ordered in 4x4, 6x6 or much lager formats, like 

this 16x16 North American Caribou on silver travertine. 
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Prong Horn Antelope Jack Rabbit White Tailed Deer Black Bear 

Snowy Owl 

Big Horn Sheep 

Caribou 

Rocky Mt. Sheep Pronghorn 



Animal Coasters & Medallions 

A sampling of some of my animal designs on porcelain tile. 

Skunk design etched  

on Cypress Porcelain. 
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A collection more exotic Australian & New Zealand animal coasters. 

Coho Salmon design etched   

on Cypress Porcelain. 



 Sea Life Coasters & Medallions 

A sampling of some of my Sea Life designs on blue porcelain tile. 

Killer Whale (Orca) also on  

Azure-Blue Porcelain. 
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A collection of shell designs on mulberry porcelain tile. 

Detailed Nautilus on  

Azure –Blue Porcelain. 



Animals & Art Designs on Unique Stone 
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Cottontail Rabbit.  Etched into a 

unique piece of gold limestone. 

Art Nouveau etchings on slate.   Ginkgo leaves border an acorn centerpiece. 

Salmon.  Etched into a unique piece 

of Rojo Alicante marble. 

LEFT:  A unique piece of 

tumbled Negro Marguina 

marble was selected for this  

raccoon etching. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

RIGHT:  A unique piece of 

olive green quartzite was 

selected for this  

lifelike lizard. 



Horses & Cowboys 

“I’ve always loved horses…” 

 

Tile Goddess has a large collection of horse designs and drawings that 

can be combined or modified to create a custom etched medallion or 

backsplash on any slate, tile or slab surface. 

Below is a custom backsplash of two quarter horses etched into a 

Ghibli granite slab and stained with an enamel paint to create a 

shadow effect.  The client, a veterinarian in Fresno County, pro-

vided portraits of his own horses for the original design concept. 
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Custom Arts & Crafts  

12xAC001 

Triple daffodil etched in Vezzio Oro Marble. 

12xAC003 

Arts and Crafts motif etched in porcelain tile. 

12xAC-CRM001   Charles Rennie Macintosh Ros-

es  etched and stained on Bottocino Marble. 

12xAC005 

Arts and Crafts motif etched in porcelain tile. 
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Eucalyptus Fireplace Surround 

A simple eucalyptus design spans these 6 travertine tiles to create a custom fireplace 

surround for a client in San Diego.  In this example, the tiles were pre-cut and provided 

by the builder; the custom artwork (below) was approved by the client before etching. 
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Morning Glory Fireplace Surround 

Morning Glories & Dragonflies adorn this custom fireplace surround in Sonoma, CA.     

Five travertine tiles were measured and cut by the installer and then sent to our studio 

to be masked, etched and stained before final installation.  Some design detail below: 
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Custom Painted Stone Murals 

“Central Valley Winery” - acrylic on 

twenty stone travertine tiles. 

This 24x36” Wine & Cheese mural was painted 

in layers on 6x6” tiles with 36 washes for effect.  

Original proof sketch provided to 

the client with final mural below. 

“Pair of Cheetahs” painted on a 6x6”  

travertine tile; part of a larger mural. 
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“Safari Series” Painted Stone Mural 

This custom mural consists of eight distinct African wildlife tiles.  It depicts a herd of el-

ephants painted across a set of 12x12” and 18x18” Travertine tiles.  A family of       gi-

raffes are shown on another 12x12” tile.  Cheetahs, zebra, hyenas and impala are 

painted on 6x6” and 4x4” tiles set in a complex pattern behind this striking vanity.    
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“Italian Villa” Painted on Travertine 

This Italian Villa scenery was painted onto Travertine stone tiles and inset (below) to 

create a cozy kitchen backsplash.  The client provided a black and white photograph 

for the initial idea and added a bistro table for two and an inscription above the door.  

It was painted on four 9”x12” Travertine tiles using a color pallet taken from the       

client’s home.  It is bordered with Black Galaxy Granite and matching Travertine. 
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“Tapestry Tiles” - Custom Design & Color  

This client wanted to match her tile remodeling project to her existing  

upholstery design and interior paint.  After a few color tests, the a matching 

design and colored tiles were produced.  This was a very unique project, 

but the process can be applied to any design and color scheme. 
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Logos, Signs, Markers & Addresses 

ABOVE: A custom address design etched onto a large boulder and painted. 

BELOW: Commercial and residential etchings.  Several custom grave markers  

etched on stone have also been commissioned (not shown).   
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Custom Clay Sculpture & Tile 

Hand sculpted tiles shown are 2x2, 4x4 or 6x6 but larger tiles can be crafted or made 

from a mosaic of smaller tiles.  The Dragon Bowl, Clay Pot, Frogs, Octopus and Grizzly 

Bear are Tile Goddess creations.  Fish tiles are sold by Fireclay Tile (FC) in San Jose, CA. 

Several large format tile murals were donated to the San Francisco  

library.  Pixie and Gryphon pictured below.  Mermaid on cover page. 
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FC FC FC FC FC FC 



4x4” Hand Painted Frog Tiles 

The Tile Goddess poison dart frog collection 

has been crafted from a custom clay sculp-

ture.  This “master tile” was set into a plaster 

mold.  Each frog is hand pressed and painted 

to match one of the color patterns below.   

Custom colors and patterns are available up-

on request.  Each design in the current  

collection is an exact replica of a naturally  

occurring tropical frog species.    

       “Ribbit.” 

4F-001 4F-002 4F-003 

4F-004 4F-005 4F-006 
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2x2” Hand Painted Frogs from Fireclay Tile 

Fireclay Tile is located in San Jose, CA and 

specializes in unique high quality tile crafts-

manship using innovative and sustainable 

products.   

 

The Debris Series features over 112 glaze  

colors and contains over 60% recycled  

materials, creating one of the most beautiful, 

sustainable ceramic products on the market. 

Its unique clay body contains more post-

consumer waste than any other tile on the 

market in the form of curbside waste glass, 

and we also incorporate local Bay Area waste 

granite dust and used sandblasting abrasives.   

Learn more at www.fireclaytile.com 

 

The tropical frog collection currently includes 

these 14 patterns although custom colors and 

patterns can be arranged by contacting Joy at 

www.tilegoddess.com 

2x2F-001  2x2F-002  

2x2F-003  2x2F-004  

2x2F-005  2x2F-006  

2x2F-010  2x2F-009  2x2F-008  2x2F-007  

2x2F-011  2x2F-012  2x2F-013  2x2F-014  



Lagoon Fish & Shells from Fireclay Tile 

Fireclay Tile is located in San Jose, CA and 

specializes in unique high quality tile crafts-

manship using innovative and sustainable 

products.   

 

The Debris Series features over 112 glaze  

colors and contains over 60% recycled  

materials, creating one of the most beautiful, 

sustainable ceramic products on the market. 

Its unique clay body contains more post-

consumer waste than any other tile on the 

market in the form of curbside waste glass, 

and we also incorporate local Bay Area waste 

granite dust and used sandblasting abrasives.   

Learn more at www.fireclaytile.com 

 

The tropical fish collection currently includes 

these patterns although custom colors and 

patterns can be arranged by contacting Joy at 

www.tilegoddess.com 

6x6LF-001  6x6LF-002  

6x6LF-003  6x6LF-004  

6x6LFF-005  6x6LF-006  

6x6LF-010  6x6LF-009  6x6LF-008  6x6LF-007  

4x4PS-002 4x4PS-003 4x4PS-004 4x4PS-001 



 

Custom Metalwork -  “Flying Ducks” 

These ducks in flight were created for the “Mallard Estates” entry gates.  

The designs are perfectly symmetrical.  The metal pattern was cut with a 

water jet and then specific pieces were welded together to create depth (in 

the wings).  After priming and painting they were welded in place, where 

they remain today, just outside of Clovis, CA.   Metalworking projects are 

by commission only.  Please call if you have a specific design idea. 
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Design Variations & Options   

Different relief and color fill combinations are illustrated below on a simple 

grape medallion that has been etched onto blue pearl granite.   

One design technique is created with a “halo effect” by etching a border around 

each object; alternatively, the object itself can etched away to reveal the back-

ground .  Then, different color enhancements can be applied to create different 

finished products.  
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Grapes & leaves 

etched to reveal 

the natural gray 

stone background. 

Grapes & leaves 

etched. 

Everything    

colored silver.  

Leaves etched. 

Grapes in “halo-

effect.”  Leaves  

colored silver. 

Grapes & leaves 

etched. 

Combination of 

natural & silver. 

Travertine is a wonderful natural stone providing subtle contrast when etched.  Several 

Tile Goddess color finishes are available to help enhance the final product.  In the     

examples below, the background has been removed making the object stand out. 

Natural contrast provided 

by design etched into    

walnut travertine.  

Metallic bronze paint    

applied to contrast the 

walnut travertine.  

Light crème paint applied 

to highlight the walnut 

travertine. 



Joy Munshower 

All rights to artwork are held by Joy Munshower the Tile Goddess.   

Catalog is published under Creative Commons License:  

Attribution-Noncommercial-No Derivative Works 

ABOUT THE ARTIST:  Joy Munshower holds degrees in design and ceramics and has 

over 20 years experience working with tile, stone and bronze.  She works from her  

cluttered home-studio space in San Jose, CA with her husband and dog. 
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Fireplace Surrounds  

Kitchen Backsplashes 

Hand Sculpted Designs 

Painted Murals 

Logos, Signs & Grave Markers 
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Additional Product Information 

Frequently Asked Questions & Answers The Custom Design Process 

When the client is ready to commission 

a piece, we meet (preferably in person) 

to discuss the details. 

 

At this point inspiration is taken from 

pictures, photos or other artwork the 

client can show or describe, although 

no visual reference is required.  A non-

refundable design fee is collected. 

 

Within 7-10 days initial designs are 

drafted for approval by the client. 

 

After any design revisions are ap-

proved, the drawings are signed and 

dated.  A 50% deposit is collected and 

the delivery date is also scheduled. 

 

Depending on the intricacy and size of 

the design, the piece is generally com-

pleted in 1 to 4 weeks.  

 

Upon delivery the balance is due. 

How durable is the Artwork? 

The tile or stone is as durable as the original quality 

of the material.  A higher grade tile will yield a more 

durable finished piece.     

 

How durable are the Murals? 

After application of a stone sealant, the murals are 

protected and can be cleaned with standard kitchen 

cleaners.  

 

How do I clean and maintain the Artwork? 

Tiles mounted on backsplashes or behind stovetops 

will naturally get dirty.  Our designs can be wiped 

down and cleaned with warm soapy water or other 

standard kitchen cleaners.   We discourage the use of 

acidic or abrasive cleaning products.  

 

Can the art be walked on? 

Yes.  If the design is applied to a tile or stone rated 

for flooring, it will wear like the surrounding area.  We 

do want to make you aware that relief patterns will  

collect dirt when installed on the floor. 

 

Who supplies the Stone/Tile/Granite Slab? 

If the material for the Artwork needs to match pre-

existing Tile or Stone, it should be provided by the    

client or contractor.  Granite (tile or slab) should also be 

provided by the client or contractor/fabricator.  Unique 

Travertine, Slate and Marble pieces will be chosen by 

the artist (unless otherwise specified) to insure the best 

quality and composition for the piece. 

 

Who installs the Artwork? 

The client, or client’s contractor or fabricator is     

responsible for the installation.  We will gladly provide 

installation requirements for the materials used. 

 

What is the smallest & what is largest piece of Artwork? 

We have designed and crafted everything from 2” 

snowflakes to 80” slab murals.  Anything is possible. 
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